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Facts of Disney ABC SHONDALAND Complaint.  

This technically started in 2007 but has continued until this year. Most recently I was bullied on Twitter 

on the 10 year anniversary of my last day on the set of the ABC show Grey's Anatomy.  What is 

significant about that is that I was told the next day at the gate I was on a list.  The person knew the 

exact day was my last pay day. This kind of started with Eli Stone, an ABC show shot on the Disney lot in 

Burbank.  This case involved religious and sexual discrimination.  I believe because people thought I was 

a Protestant Republican or an Atheist Republican.  I was a Democrat who believes in the Constitution.  I 

am also a feminist, but that does not mean I am gay.  There is nothing wrong with being gay, but I have 

been stalked by gay porn sites and also listed on gay dating profiles and I believe the people doing this 

to me are part of blacklisting me.  I had breast cancer in 2005.  I was diagnosed with Hashimotis in 2008 

but no one told me I had it until 2014.  This year I was told by a group of script readers they kicked me 

out of the group because of my social media. As far as I can tell, it may be because I am Anti- Potus45 

and also pro United Nations in regards to Israel.  Jerusalem should be shared by all three religious 

groups in the middle east.  I am also secular Buddhist and I have been attacked as crazy for saying that.  

However a woman had just joined the group and she knew an actress I knew from the show 

DEADWOOD.  IN 2003 I dated a guy named JORDAN MARKS who worked on that set.  I believe that part 

of my blacklisting is sexist because I was older and he knew it but he was 18 and people have been 

assuming he was 17 and that I was old enough to be his mother.  Both are not true. I am a woman and 

older therefor I am EVE.   

I also think this is because I am a woman who is single and there for I must be gay or weird at my age.  

However this started when I was in my 30s.  I am not in my 60s.  I have three degrees including a law 

degree, but we women take longer than men to complete 3 degrees?  No we do not.  I am Phi Beta 

Kappa. I have been slander since 2014 and called a pedophile and insane by someone who has attacked 

me for going to Venice and insinuated I am not good enough to be in the same city as the SAG AFTRA 

actors like Blake Shields Ambramovitz.  Blake wrote a play in 2013 about a Laura Desperate to hold onto 

her husband.  I have had people try to push me to leave the TMZ and I think it is because I am white and 

my parents are GOP. I am not.  I was raised in Maryland and registered as a Democrat at the age of 17.  I 

am also not into the same religion or politics of Blake.  I was never stalking him or anyone else. I had 

created a site called Artistichope.com and was trying to build a business as a blogger and writer. I was 

also training as a film maker and editor and actor at Santa Monica College. I was not training to be a 

social media person as my troll wants me to disappear and have a job where no one knows I exist. 

I have also recently discovered that the lead actress of Grey's Anatomy is pro Israel and Jewish, Eric 

Dane is Jewish. I suspect Jeff Olan is Jewish. And the group I was removed from this year also had very 

Jewish members.  I am not anti Semitic. Back east I worked for Jewish Employers who had a great deal of 

Respect for me as a capable person.  Adam Sandler Jewish.  A twitter troll how has attacked me with 105 

accounts I suspect is Jewish or Hindu.  Jason George and Laura Tiu are Hindu. I have no problem with 

that. However my twitter troll has attacked me because I was training at a Secular Buddhist center.  IN 

other words. Buddhism without the Hindu Gods.  
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I was working as a regular on that set as a lawyer playing a lawyer.  The cast included Jason George, 

Loretta Devine, and Jonny Lee Miller along with others.  Jason George is from Virginia Beach, VA and is 

black. I did not at the time know anything about him, though we are close in age and would have been 

in college at the same time.  I suspect now that Jason thought I took after the rest of my family and that 

I am a not a Democrat. However I was raised in Maryland and am a Phi Beta Kappa Theater Economics 

grad with a Masters in performing Management and a law degree from Catholic. I quit working in law in 

2002 when I went inactive.  Being inactive means I cannot practice. But that does not make me 

unqualified to play a lawyer on a TV set as Jason George was playing one and has not trained to be one. 

Jason George is also I have discovered HINDU and I have been attacked on Twitter by someone I suspect 

works for ABC DISNEY, Shonda Rhimes or her Attorneys.  Shonda Rhimes is the head of Shondaland, the 

company that produces Grey's Anatomy that airs on AB.   I ate one point wrote her attorneys and I 

realized that my troll at one point seemed to quote things in that letter.  Annapurna Pictures is a Hindu 

name. I dated Jordan Marks in 2003 when he was 18.  He is now a lawyer for that company.  However 

my twitter troll seems to think I dated Jordan at 17, according to his parents. I never met his parents.  

Jordan told me he was from New Mexico.  Apparently that was a lie.  I was not even in the same city 

with Jordan until the fall of 2003 when Jordan was a freshman at USC another fact I did not know.   I 

have also been bullied by USC students and my troll indicated I did not get a scholarship to USC.  It was 

after the troll did that I found out Jordan went to that school. Jordan was someone out of my life by 

2004.  Shonda Rhimes I discovered got a thank you from ANNAPURNA Pictures. I was also bullied on the 

set by one Cynthia Youngblood and Laura Tiu.  Laura is HINDU.  She is a nurse consultant for Grey's and 

her husband is a crew person on the show. She took me to a colonoscopy in 2007 so she knew I was 

having health issues.  I was also molested by one Jeremy Gilbreathe in 2006 who was a stand in on 

HBO's show Carnivale and I also knew Youngblood from Carnivale. 

Melinda Johnson was the second second Assistant Director for Eli Stone, and ABC Show that shot at 

DISNEY STUDIOS in Burbank.  Melinda was also the AD on the set of a Paramount Film called "the 

Goods," where I had an accident in 2008 and she asked me if I thought I was tripped. Looking back now, 

I think I was. Though I have had a twitter stalker who insists I was not tripped.  After that accident in 

2008 Melinda became an AD on Grey's Anatomy, a  set I was a regular from September of 2005 (two 

weeks after I had a mastectomy) until August of 2008.  

In 2007  I was being bullied by other extras including one Marquessa Moreland. They insinuated I was on 

set to date Johnny Lee Miller. I pointed out to Marquessa his girlfriend. I ended up telling crew, 

Courtney Lovell when she asked why I was upset that the extras were insinuating that I was after a guy 

on set. I told Courtney that the only actor I had been interested in was one Blake Shields and that he and 

I had been in touch on MySpace. She recognized him and by body language I could tell this made her 

angry at me.  After this I was told by Central Casting I was no longer on the regular list for Eli Stone.  I 

knew Blake Shields as Blake Abramovitz.  We only had a working relationship on sets and we wrote to 

each other.  We never saw each other outside of work until I decided to go talk to him in 2013 to find 

out what he knew about what had happened to me.  I knew from Jeff Olan who cast me on "Sleeper 

Cell" staring Blake and also cast me on Grey's Anatomy that he thought Blake and I had dated because 

he saw the two of us on set being affectionate and witnessed me handing him a note in holding.   
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I continued to work for Central and the agencies in town but in 2008 I was tripped on the set of the film 

the GOODs, a Paramount film.  Melinda Johnson was the person who singed me in and out.  Sessions 

was the payroll company.  It was also the payroll company of Grey's Anatomy.  On January 19th 2008 I 

was tripped on the set.  We were told to run. I was being careful.  A crew person I did not recognize told 

us, and looking at me directly, that someone was not running all out and we would be fired if we did not 

run all out.  Within an hour of that conversation I was being carried to the Hospital. I have the business 

card of the crew person who carried me. I had to be carried.  My legs were  knocked out from under me 

and my knees went straight into the asphalt.  On the set that day were not only Melinda Johnson, but 

also a stand in from Carnival and a woman who kept hiding from me who was blond.  I now wonder if 

that person was Alaina Filo who is now Jeremy GIlbreathe's wife.  When I came back to set almost 5 

hours later having been x-rayed and told I had to stay off my feet for five weeks, Melinda signed me out. 

A different crew person drove me to my car but he threw my stuff on the top of my car and left me in 

crutches and in pain.  I had to navigate getting my stuff in the car and getting my car and me home with 

busted knees. For the next few days I was bed ridden.  I could barely bend my left leg and my right leg 

was unbendable.  I screamed at Worker's comp to let me get an MRI to see if my right knee, the one 

injured in 1997 was OK.  I then paid for a session with my doctor, Rose Robinson and she prescribed 5 

weeks of PT.  I had her send the request to worker's comp and to my knowledge they paid for it.  I was 

back on  sets working in about two weeks.  Eli Stone Script Supervisor, Barry Caldwell could confirm that, 

but I tried to be careful.  On the set of a movie called "Ticket To ride" where Caldwell was the script 

supervisor.  I was placed on set pre lunch, but after lunch they insisted I get in a van and then go down a 

hill.  It was wrong because I knew it would mess up continuity and I had told them I was worried about 

my knees.  I made my way down the hill slowly and eventually got back to where I was originally.  A PA 

on the set knew me and actually offered to have me come back and give me a union voucher, but I told 

him I had mine already and did not need one.  Looking back I think one of Jeremy's friends or a crew 

person must have insinuated I caused the accident on purpose.  It was a Paramount film with Sessions 

pay roll.  Just because I have a legal background does not mean I am out to sue to make money.  I 

wanted to work and I was in school at Santa Monica college on line learning internet starting in 2005 

when I had breast cancer and trying to find out how to get skills to work in the new digital media which 

was just beginning.  I was just starting to look into entertainment technology and now I have a 

certificate, but Santa Monica College security prevented me finishing a film certificate.  More on that 

later.   

In 2006 I was molested by one Jeremy Gilbreathe a former stand in on the set of Carnival.  Jeremy has a 

drug problem. He was also dating one Alaina Filo.  He had invited me to go VIP bar hopping. At the end 

of the night I asked him to take me back to my car. Instead, he and his friend Gus drove me to a house in 

the hills.  My phone died.  I was stuck. I also at time had a flip phone and not a smart phone.  I fell asleep 

on a sofa with Jeremy as there was no other place to sleep in the house unless I wanted to have sex with 

Gus who I rejected.  I woke up and found Jeremy pushing his fingers into my vagina.  I was recovering 

from cancer and my jeans were lose.  In fact Jeremy knew I had a mastectomy before that night.  I have 

an email from a friend of Jeremy telling me not that I am lying but that I should forgive him and myself. I 

found out in 2016 he married Alaina in2014 and that apparently by the time I was tripped and 

blacklisted in 2008 he had gotten his girlfriend pregnant.  I suspect now that Jeremy told people I had 
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willingly gone with him and willingly wanted to CHEAT with him.  I actually told his girlfriend Alaina I 

preferred blonds because his attitude toward me was odd at times.   

As to Jeremy Gilbreathe, I had no proof of what Jeremy Did until 2014 so I did not go to the police.  I also 

have a controlling father who worked as a Special Agent for the government in Arizona.  He hit me in 

2002 when I stopped at his house on my way to California and the last time  I saw him was the summer 

of 2005 when I had my mastectomy.  I was lucky.  Kristi Funk was my doctor and Lisa Cassileth was my 

breast cancer doctor.  In 2010 I went to use my Father's dentist and my parents had the dentist remove 

metal caps I had that were causing me pain, but intentionally had the dentist not clean my teeth.  That 

to me was an act of negligence as not cleaning my teeth after having work done could lead to life 

threatening conditions.  I did not want to get the police involved after what Jeremy did to me because I 

was afraid they would get my parents involved and when I told my mother what happened with Jeremy, 

she asked me what I did to cause it. 

Alaina Filo went to McDaniel College but ten years after I did.  She probably knew people who knew me 

back there.  I never told people what happened to me with men on that Campus. I graduated a virgin.  

One of the men I dated, Steve Misssar, finger fucked me, or tried to, the way Jeremy Gilbreathe did. I 

rejected him and he broke up with me.  He tried to get back with me my last year of college and I 

rejected him again. My friends, though I say that loosely, I never trusted with this information.  We 

women are taught to be good girls.  I did not know how to tell them what Steve tried to do at the time 

and I had dated other guys on Campus who never tried to do anything but go up my shirt, though I did 

sleep with them, just sleep.  I was a Theater Major, Phi Beta Kappa, honors Economics, and well known 

for being smart and active.  I was considered a leader in the community.  I ran the Communication 

Departments film equipment facility and studio.  I helped with paper work and taught an artist student 

how to do graphics, which I taught myself.  I was an amateur self taught graphic artist, not an illustrator.  

I was also considered an advanced actor by the end of my junior year and asked to take a senior level 

acting class in the Spring of my junior year.  Look up Laura Tull and Baltimore Sun and you will find 

articles listing my name about Western Maryland College, which is now McDaniel. 

Jeremy Gilbreathe married Alaina Filo in 2014 at Disney Land in Florida.  they apparently had a child 

prior to marriage.  As far as I can tell, that child was probably conceived in 2007.  Jeremy had been the 

Stand in on Carnivale for Nick Stahls.  Nick also worked with an acting teacher I had named Will Wallace 

who is Terrence Mallick's step son on the film the Thin Red Line.  Wallace is a Pro Life advocate and is in 

a film with John Schneider with prolife themes.    I now suspect the industry got rid of me as Jeremy had 

a child to raise.  Jeremy would get into my physical space if we worked together. He harassed me on a  

commercial in February of 2008 just after my accident.  I had to go to a crew person and complain 

because he was being so horrible I actually broke down into tears while he called me crazy.  The 

commercial was for a major phone company.  In front of other people Jeremy comes over to me and 

shoves his face near my neck and says "She smells funny."  Walks away and laughs.   I start crying and 

Marquessa Moreland from Eli Stone and a male extra from that show also start laughing and one of 

them says "She is crazy."  I look at them and say "he molested me." And I walk away to find the crew guy 

in charge of us to tell him I needed to be separated from Jeremy.  I told that crew person that Jeremy 

had molested me and he said he had heard other things about Jeremy, but had not heard something like 
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that.  (Jeremy has a reputation for having a drug problem.) I later hear Jeremy say he went to the AD.  

On a shoe buy commercial I was placed away from Jeremy but once we were on a bridge and I sat down 

to take a break.  I am sitting on the  ground and  a shadow falls over me.  I look up and Jeremy has come 

over to me and is leaning over me.  I think he was high or on something. He had been acting high all day 

and was angry because they had placed me nearer to the leads.  I scream when I see him, and shout get 

away from  me, you finger fucked me.  The guy in charge of us named Tommy later said that Jeremy was 

on the prowl because his girlfriend was not there.  He was an adult who needed his girlfriend there to 

control his own actions?  My response was, "on the prowl for me."  I can track down the casting agents 

who cast me on the cell phone commercial and the shoe buy commercial is on line and I have a photo of 

Tommy from a different set we worked on. 

Post accident I went back to work on sets February 1, 2008 and continued to work until August of 2008.   

However in March I was fitted to work a film called "Bed Time," A Disney film starring Adam Sandler. I 

was fitted to work two different roles each with about a week of work.  I however was fired from Central 

at the end of my first fitted role.  they fired me by telling me not to go to set and then saying I had 

cancelled. I have emails with Arne Starr, an extra on sets with me, that verify this.  I emailed him telling 

him Central told me not to go to set.  He kept emailing me I should be there. Central legal told me their 

employer told them to get rid of me or they would be fired.  Please note that Adam Sandler is a known 

Republican.   I had a confrontation with one Courtney Lovell about what happened at Eli Stone outside 

makeup but very far from set.  I told her she was taking away why I beat cancer.  She said "do not lay 

that onto me."  She later emailed me telling me that it was because the background had issues with me 

that she had me pulled off of Eli Stone, including a girl who was her friend. I had told her they were 

bullying me.   My last day with Central was May 2, 2008.  After days of being told not to come to set, 

they told me I was terminated for lack of work.  I had been fitted to work on Bedtime for another week 

or two. 

Please note that I requested a meeting with the VP of Central casting prior to my termination and 

working on Bedtime in I believe February.  It was post my accident. I was getting unfriendly responses 

from casting and they had always been nice to me.  I do not have his name handy, but I had asked a 

woman named Nicole West to  go with me as a witness.  She told me if her husband did not have to 

work that day for FOX news in the Morning, she could go.  Well I call her up and she lies because I can 

hear her husband talking and she wanted me to hear him.  I go to this meeting alone and all my file after 

years of working for them had in it was, never again Eli Stone, never again Desperate Housewives, and 

that was before Bedtime.  All three productions are ABC DISNEY.  I want to point out something I just 

realized. I met Jordan Marks the lawyer on the set of Cellular in 2003.  The lead actor of that film is 

married to an actress on Desperate Housewives. I went to q&A with him at SAG FOUNDATION. This is 

going to sound insane but I felt like he looked at me at the end of the event like I was dirt. He had 

passed me on the set the day after Jordan was cut from the call for tickling me with a glum expression 

on his face.  I suspect he may have seen what Jordan did or heard about it.  Yes Jordan kind of assaulted 

me on the set of Cellular. I took it as him taking fun to far but the crew who witnessed it cut him from 

the call the next day but brought me back.  
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Nicole West told me I needed to find Jesus and that Will Wallace our former acting teacher was starting 

a family and that a problem needed to go away.  Well Jeremy Gilbreathe I found out later was also 

starting a family.  I have emails with Nicole.  I had helped Nicole move out to Lancaster in 2003/ 2004 

and had knitted gifts for her kids, she had a son and daughter who both treated me like I was an aunt.  

the daughter even tried to friend me on MySpace but because I was worried about her being exposed to 

the industry at such a young age, I told her to talk to her mother.  Nicole Threatened me with calling the 

police because I was so upset because she told me she was telling Wallace about my life.   But then she 

said she never called the police.  there was no reason for her to call the police.  But she is the first 

person who threatened to use the police to harass me. I found out that she was still connected to Will 

Wallace who had promised to cast her some day.  I called the police in Lancaster and told them I was in 

Hollywood and nowhere near her.  I called her back and she tells me she never called the police.  

Ironically she and I had been working on an idea for a script about a woman institutionalized against her 

will. 

I stopped working for Central which was at the time a third to half of my income.  the other agencies in 

town kept hiring me and I spent the summer on "Angels And Demons."  I worked on a variety of other 

projects as well.  I actually posted all my days I had records of on line on my blog at lauraanntull.com 

because I was so upset that Central had effectively erased my file. On the phone the VP told me they 

had comments like great at FBI and great on other projects before I met with him to find that was all 

gone. 

During this time I was also volunteering with Stand Up to Cancer and ended up in a PSA for their first 

telethon which was showing in movie theaters in 2008.  The crew of Grey's I suspect knew this.  I am in 

the scene to the left of Jodie Foster. Now I am wondering if they were trying to make me look gay as 

Foster has come out of the closet.  But I am not.  This week someone actually signed me up for a gay 

website.  But I have no dating apps or sites. I do not do online dating at all.   I also worked one other day 

with Toby Maguire for the commercial.  Ironically Arne Star was there that day and being paid by 

Central. I was there unpaid.  I was fired by Central at that point but on a set with their employees 

because I was a Breast cancer survivor.  I told Arne I was there because I had a mastectomy.  Later in the 

summer of 2008 the commercial aired on the web, TV and Theaters. 

In August I work on Grey's.  I had also worked this show weeks after my accident and Melinda Johnson 

was the AD but they changed payroll companies from Sessions.  Sessions was the pay roll company of 

my accident.  And Melinda would have known that.  So in August I am hired to work the show as a 

nurse. I had worked that show since September of 2005 as a nurse.  Cynthia Youngblood was a stand in 

on the show.  She and I had been involved with the same guy on Carnivale named John Ponzio, but he 

lied to me about her so I ended any personal relationships with him.  I still worked with him periodically 

and had asked him to help me earlier in the year on a PSA I made for Stand up 2 Cancer.  that short is on 

my IMDB called "The Monster."  However he stood me up and apparently had given me a cell phone 

number for a job he was working.  I was calling him and he was not returning my calls when I had told 

him I had a deadline. I was later told by him he left town to help his family back in Pennsylvania.  John 

was friends with Jeremy Gilbreathe who molested me.  John and I had worked together on the 

CHANGELING in 2007,a film about a woman institutionalized on lies directed by Clint Eastwood. I have 
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emails with John and paychecks.  I have had a twitter troll tell me Eastwood does not like me.  Well I was 

not a huge fan, though he is a good director. 

In August 18th of 2008 I worked Grey's and was told by casting by phone that I was recalled for the next 

day.  Crew people from Eli Stone showed up to work the set.  Someone told Patrick Dempsey that I was 

a lawyer. He looks at me and says no one would believe that.  Eric Dane says "she thinks she is an actress 

now." I was working on my first role in a film that was non-union. I heard Dane say "we call tell security 

she is dangerous."  I do not know if he was referring to me.  I had also told Arne Star that I wanted to file 

charges on Jeremy Gilbreathe if I could figure out how, for sexually harassing me on sets.  But at the 

time there was no way to register a complaint as non-union.   

When we were  wrapped the sun was out. It was not the middle of the night.  I went home and went to 

bed.  next morning I drive to work. I live in Los Feliz near the studio, but drove so I could go food 

shopping after work and we might go late.   I remember the sun was up and the security guard who 

normally checks me in was there, but so was an older man in pants and I believe a vest and clip board.  

He had no badge or gun.  He was not dressed as security.  He tells me I am on a Watcher list by Disney 

and can no longer work on the set.  I had been told the day before to come to work for a recall.  I started 

crying but I leave. I tell him, you are taking away the reasons I chose to beat cancer.   

Jeff Olan calls me about an hour later and tells me they were told that morning by production to get rid 

of me and in an email he confirms this in 2009.  However he never told me why or what I did.  He says 

he was never given a reason.  The day before Arne Star had walked up to me on set and said he was 

recalled after making a call from set.  I tell him so am I, but he should not be calling anyone while on set.  

He looked like I had hit him when I told him I was recalled to. He was upset with me for doing well in 

photo shop and also upset I had been fitted to work the film Star Trek, however I never worked the film. 

I have emails from him now from the past two years calling me "insane" and that the Actor Eric Dane 

said I was "weird" (I suspect he meant Gay) and calling me a stalker. I have never stalked anyone. I am 

an educated woman who thinks for herself.  I have no restraining orders. I have never done anything to 

warrant that. I do not put up with men lying to me, cheating on me, or playing with me.   

Please note I have a twitter stalker since 2014 and that person has also called me weird, stalker, and was 

attacking me at the same time I was getting emails from Arne Star saying the same things.  It is as if Arne 

was talking to my stalker.  this stalker attacked me again on August 18, 2018.  That was not the day I was 

told to come to set to be told I was fired.  It was the day I was told I was recalled.  that was the day of 

my last day at Grey's Anatomy. However it was not my last day on a set as I worked for Boston Legal in 

September, however they cut me early and I would swear they had a security guard canvas me on the 

way out.  I heard an actor who I can name on the set comment " maybe we can say we like her" just 

before they told me to go home.  I was paid for the day.  Again ABC.  I was in school still but terrified.  I 

had been planning on networking into set jobs that paid more and my background was theater and 

actors, not corporate or marketing.  I worked a few other shows and audience work through the end of 

2008.  I was told I was a life time member of Hollywood OS but then I posted what Jeremy Gilbreathe 

did to me and I was banned from posting. I was told there were kids who use the site and I was a danger 
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to them. I did not know at the time that I was a danger to Jeremy Gilbreathe's new family as he had 

gotten his girlfriend pregnant. 

2009 I started volunteering and things were Ok but I was finding every time I thought I was going to get 

a job, nothing panned out.  I got a job working for the Census in 2010.  I was recovering still from my 

accident in 2008 though I had no plans to sue Paramount on the accident. I could have still worked on 

sets. I think I was in shock.  At the same time I was getting acting gigs to build a reel. I did audience work 

when I could which paid cash, but I became financially dependent on my parents. I was also a part of the 

Actors Collaborative and was training on my craft which only cost about $25 a month.  I started building 

a blogger called Artistic Hope and also got a few acting jobs where I had lines and acted. I was cast in a 

non union film directed by Danny Damah, but it was never finished. One of my co-stars was actually a 

former lawyer.  I was submitting and auditioning.  I had been doing that the entire time, though for the 

past two years I have stopped because you have to pay to submit for acting work unless you have an 

agent.  I was trying also to get writing jobs as I needed work I could  do that was flexible with school and 

my other endeavors. I did get hired by the Examiner.com and an online citizen journalist site, however 

the first paid me very little and the second never paid me anything, but I got allot or recognition for my 

work.  Demotix was the second site and it eventually was bought out and cut me off from my images. I 

still have the originals.  I basically was hustling and not getting very much in return.   

In 2010 I was hired by the Census.  Here I am a woman banned from the Industry, but the Government 

hired me to work in a secure job.  I told the Census however I was mentally disabled and I could not 

work in an office.  I took the Census test and only got One wrong. The man who gave me the test was 

black and he actually acted mad when he told me my results.   I actually had a panic attack one day in 

the offices during a training session for the Census so they moved me to a window seat during training. I 

could not work in an atmosphere that reminded me of my father or lawyers or the guy who molested 

me. Actually working on sets does not remind me of him.  being forced to be in an office reminds me of 

stopping him from jumping out of  a car because he wanted to kill himself if he had to work a nine to 

five job. 

I joined AFTRA in the hope that they would stand up for me in 2010.  I was SAG eligible but AFTRA was 

$500 cheaper.  I wanted to be back on sets working and to continue to work to be an actor and creative 

artistic person.  (FYI I took a Script reading class in 2003 at UCLA and got an A.)  I was hoping to move on 

in my life but not away from the industry.  To jobs that paid better and gave better opportunities to be a 

part of the creative process beyond being an extra.  What I got was abuse and treated like I needed to 

get married, and get a job making coffee and answering phones.  I was a woman with three degrees.  I 

did not have an attitude on sets however, I really loved my work and took it seriously. 

 I do have  a law degree but I had no lawyer friends and I was being abused and cut off from everyone I 

had worked with for years.     I was also getting sick and in 2008 I went to a Doctor who told me I might 

have celiac.  My parents were being abusive and told me it was all my fault.  Based on comments they 

were making, I suspect that they were talking to people who knew me on sets. I do not think that the 

industry should be blacklisting me for a control freak narcissistic father who worked for Customs as a 

Special agent.  This past year my father writes me a letter stating I do not have the decorum to be on 
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sets.  Being on  a film set is not the same as being in an office and my father has not seen me since 2005 

and has not really had a say in my life since I was 18.  I was the theater major with more knowledge of 

actors and the industry.  It is just one more piece of evidence that tells me he has been in contact with 

people in the industry or my UNION.   

I was getting sick and a doctor gave me medication in 2008, what was basically brain food.  the doctors 

seemed to think celiac was causing me some kind of cognitive issues.  The medicine worked but was 

expensive.  Plus it did not solve all the problems. I found out in 2014 that my doctors had blood tests 

showing I had Hashimotis and did not tell me.  I also discovered in 2014 that I have a yeast allergy.  My 

twitter troll was commenting to me my hair was falling out before I even did which was terrifying.  I 

found out the medicine the doctors gave me was also used for PTSD.   The medicine effectively fixed 

some issues but was not the right solution for my illness.  I was getting emails from Arne Star in 2008 

calling me a schizophrenic but I kept telling him I thought there  was something medically wrong with 

me and that he was not an expert and had no right to comment on my mental health.  I posted the 

emails on line and Arne has repeatedly threatened me, telling me my making them public was criminal. 

In 2007 a woman by the name of Laura Tui had helped me by being my ride to a colonoscopy and 

endoscope.  She is a nurse for real, but also a nurse on Grey's Anatomy.  Her husband was crew on the 

show.  She is Indian. I say that because my stalker on line has said that the word chakra is Indian and 

attacked me for going to a secular Buddhist Center that happens to be in the neighborhood south of 

where Grey's Anatomy shoots at Prospect studio in Los Feliz.   Also Jordan Mark's again works for a film 

company with the name of a HINDU GOD. 

Later Laura snaps at me on set.  For no reason.  Then after I am blacklisted she emails me. I have those 

emails.  I tried to be nice to her and she snaps at me. I talk about that in the emails and ask her to leave 

me alone. In the emails she says she hopes I lose all of my friends.  I have found out that  Laura is a 

consultant on Grey's and not just an extra nurse.  My twitter troll has also indicated I should lose 

everything. 

In 2009 I went to Jeff Olan's Office, Casting agent Of Grey's Anatomy, and met with him about being 

blacklisted.  He told me that I could not work his ABC shows.  However if he had other network jobs he 

would hire me.  We talked about Blake Shields briefly as he knew Blake and I had been hanging out 

together on set and he tells me "at least I got to date him."   My response: I did not date him.  It was 

then I told him that Central had done the same thing and I could not work for them either.  He gets up 

and says he has to go suddenly back into his office.  I left crying.  He later claims I came in crying.  No he 

made me cry telling me that I was banned from ABC sets through his company and that he thought I had 

dated Blake when I did not.  I have emails to Jeff's Office about what happened and what he said. 

Jumping to 2010 I am working for the Census.  They let me go.  They rehire me for more work.  then 

they let me go again.  I went door to door in my neighborhood.  I also got cast in a play in Long beach.  It 

was Lysistrata.  Toward the end of the run I joined AFTRA because it was $500 cheaper than SAG.  I 

started going to their meetings and events and joined the Women's committee.  however I did not know 

that Jason George was the head of the EEO.  It was nice at first. I helped with the diversity awards. But 
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then Consuela Flores oddly gave me the information for a Casting agent with NBC and every time ABC 

came up I felt like I was not supposed to be trying to work for them at all.  IN my experience a company 

can fire someone and then later rehire.  I felt it was wrong I was being treated this way on rumors and 

lies.  I was invited to attend an event at the Palley Center and I went in February 2011.  Jason George 

was there.  I walk over to him.  I wanted to ask him why I was told I was on a list and I wanted to tell 

him, I really am a lawyer.  Consuela Flores yanks my arm away.  On the set of Eli stone, I never talked to 

him.   I never tried.  If an actor talked to me then I was polite back.  but this was a Union event and I did 

not act like I wanted to hit him.  Flores yanks my arm and says "fuck you" to my face.  Next day I email 

the union and register a complaint.  I say If they will not help me get back onto sets I want to resign and 

get all my money back. I did not realize they would take me seriously. The person I emailed, she wrote 

back and said her boss was Flores.  I had spent a year with the  Union AFTRA. I even was hired on some 

union jobs on sets.  They gave me all the money back and my membership fees for the year. I went and 

took that money and joined SAG.  I then found out about the SAG Foundation and I joined them as well.  

Sag Foundation gives workshops and lets you record auditions and has a voice over lab.  I started taking 

classes with them and I have a record of most of those events.  I also had worked a few AFTRA jobs 

union and was paid.  I started auditioning for SAG JOBS and had some success.   

The unions had been talking about joining for years Sag and AFTRA. I started going to the meetings. I 

was not familiar with SAG politics.  But as a lawyer and Arts Management Student I knew about 

nonprofit organizations and structure. I asked for the new Union's mission statement.  I felt it was not 

good enough.  I voiced out and said I wanted the new union to stop bullying on sets, but I waited in line 

to do so.  I met Assaf Cohen and Woody Schultz at an event to meet people running for office.  I have 

emails about this. Assaf told me his wife was a lawyer.  I did not really talk to Woody but he told me I 

should because he was from Baltimore. I left Baltimore in 2002.  Assaf told me he knew Blake Shields 

and said he was the hardest working person he knew. I respond, that was my reputation on sets.  I had 

not seen Blake since 2005 and we talked on line in 2007 and 2008.  I was not even aware that Blake was 

in town.  I told Assaf I liked actors but did not say Blake. He tells me I should be doing what he did, and 

finding a guy outside the industry.  But I was not saying I was looking for a husband, just that I liked 

actors. I wanted to be an actor.  I felt like it was not his business though I did not tell him at that time to 

tell me what to do in my dating or private life.  (This was in 2011 before Blake Shields did a play called 

"Double Bind."  Double bind was at the Hollywood Fringe in 2013 and it was about a woman named 

Laura desperately trying to hold onto her husband Frank while his beat poet friend Sam tried to get him 

to go on a road trip with him.  My ex-boyfriends are named Frank and Sam.  I have been furious with 

Blake about this since I found out in late 2013. No one will tell me what happens in the play, though I 

have asked who sleeps with whom.  I am accused of stalking yet Blake writes a play weirdly about me 

but not correct as I ran away from a guy who tried to get me pregnant.) 

David H. Lawrence was a man I met on a set in early to mid 2008 on a project called "Blood Money."  He 

asked for my contact information.  We exchanged.  he asked me to go for drinks with him. I told him no.  

So he said we could be phone friends.  He calls me up and tells me he got cast in a TV show called 

Heroes.  He invited me to set, but I had to work and I also was uncomfortable.  I start watching and was 

surprised to see Blake Shields in the cast.  Well when I started going to SAG events David was there.  He 
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started getting a bit stalky with me.  I told him I knew Blake and he had asked me for Drinks.  We did not 

go out.  David got upset after I told him without me getting a chance to explain nothing happened.  I 

would go to an event and put my stuff down and when I came back find him sitting in my row.  He was 

being creepy.  It turns out he and Assaf knew each other too.   

In February  2012 I filed charges against Patrick Dempsey, Eric Dane, David Lawrence, Jeremy Gilbreathe, 

John Ponzio, Cynthia Youngblood, and Jeff Olan.  I included Jeff because he thought Blake Shields and I 

had dated and told me my father put me on a Watcher list.  Yet he told me that the production of Grey's 

Anatomy had gotten rid of me.  I wanted Sag AFTRA to talk to him.  I found out in 2013 that Jeff had 

done Blake Shields a favor, but I do not know what.  Jeff told me in 2009 that Blake had gotten married.  

I had also told Jeff's office who casts Grey's Anatomy that I was being bullied by Cynthia Youngblood just 

maybe a few weeks before I was told I was on a list at the gate.  Cynthia had told a Production Assistant 

(PA) that I was going to crafty when I was not supposed to, but what happened was I had worked a little 

over 6 hours on set without a break and they had closed crafty for lunch.  When we came back from 

lunch the crafty area was full of snacks but the crew had all eaten.  I asked the PA if I and another girl 

who had worked all morning could go to crafty since we had worked so hard before lunch and the PA 

said fine, we deserved a little break.  Cynthia was friends with Patrick Dempsey and Eric Dane and had 

dated John Ponzio on Carnival but John had lied to me about it.  Jeremy Gilbreathe was Nick Stahl's 

stand in on Carnival.  John Ponzio took over Jeremy's job when he was fired for passing out from drug 

use on set.  I do not do drugs at all.  The date of the charges February 12, 2012.  Until I joined the Union I 

did not know I had rights to file charges.  As non union I was not told of this option against a Union 

member.  Nonunion are at the mercy of Union members on sets. 

On March 8, 2012 I attended a meeting of SAG.  It was an informational meeting of the merger of SAG 

and AFTRA.  I came in with a file folder of pay checks to verify I had worked on sets and had experience 

to express an opinion.  (Please note that I had in a prior meeting approached Assaf Cohen with a box of 

paper and Assaf started yelling "she is assaulting me."  I later asked a police officer in my local library 

about that, and he says "you were not assaulting him." I shout back. "I am angry not assaulting you and 

you know two actors from the same show who both asked me out."  Assaf immediately shuts up and we 

have a brief conversation where I tell him I am angry and since he is an actor he should respect my 

feelings.)  Coming into the lobby of the March 8 meeting, (the meetings were held in a large open room 

on the first floor that is a large lobby for the building) I was stopped by security.  I had the file folder in a 

shopping bag.  The security guard wanted me to check in the bag.  I refused.  I took the file folder out. I 

showed him the bag was now empty.  He still wanted me to check it in.  He grabs my arm and I panic 

and flash him.  I had a button shirt on and because I had a mastectomy I do not wear a bra.  His grip was 

tight on my arm and it was an unnecessary assault.  I acted in self defense.  My action shocked him.  I 

had started to cry and he let me go.  Anne Marie Johnson walked over to me as I had dropped to the 

ground in fear and put her arms around me. I buttoned my shirt up as I had pulled it open and she told 

me to get into line as it was important for me to have a say. Someone recorded that incident but I do 

not know what happened to the recording.  It was a tall bald man.  I heard him tell Johnson that he 

recorded it to protect me as he was afraid the guard was going to hurt me.    I got into line and waited to 

speak but people kept butting in front of me. I finally get up to the microphone. I open my mouth to 
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speak and someone comes over and they shut off the mic.  So I yell "AFTRA is killing me they have me as 

terminated."  I have an email from Katy Kurtzman confirming that I did not say I was going to kill myself.  

She also says she did not tell the police I said I was going to get a gun.  My father is a gun collector and 

scares me.  I did tell her about that on the phone, but he lives in Arizona and I do not have a  car and I 

have not been to Arizona since 2010.  At the time my parents were  not home and I have not seen them 

since 2005. 

The meeting ends but I see Katy Kurtzman at the front of the room. I go up and we hug and her body 

language is kind of guilty.  I turn to leave.  As I am going out I see a police officer walking in.  Crabtree 

Ireland is talking to security.  The police stop me as I have my hand on the door to leave.  They put me in 

handcuffs and sit me down on a bench. As I am sitting there Crabtree Ireland and at least two other men 

are looking at me. I get up and make I am a lawyer.  Crabtree laughs. One of the men says that is what 

she gets for behaving like that.  The police push me back down and take me out of the building.   

I was taken to a holding facility and put in a room with a clear glass window.  No bars.  I removed my 

cuffs as I am double jointed and actually called out "Hey I took them off."  I heard someone guys voice 

say "someone needs to grow up now."  The man who restrained me was a large Hispanic looking man.  

Hulk like body.  In this new place a woman with black hair and shorter than me, I heard her say that I 

might hurt myself.  I was not processed like a criminal.  They strapped me on a  hospital stretcher.   They 

handcuffed me to it and put me in an ambulance.  They took me to Olive View Hospital. At some point 

they gave me a shot of something and I kind of passed out.  It was not until later I figured out I was on a 

stretcher cuffed for 24 hours. They tool blood tests at one point to.  The only thing in my system was the 

drug they had given me and the test showed my thyroid was messed up.   Though no one told me and I 

had no clue what that meant until 2014. 

I told them I would sue someone if they did not let me go.  I told them I was a lawyer and said my bar 

number.  They put me into another ambulance at that point and took me to BCH.  I did not know what 

to do.  I did not know who to trust. My father was a retired Homeland Security agent.  At BCH I was 

given a room with a bed and had a roommate.  My roommate as it turns out worked in the industry.  I 

was told by patients to just be good and follow the schedule or I would not get out.  I had a daily session 

with a Doctor who eventually gave me a copy of my police report.  He also asked me to diagnose myself 

based on a few choices which I thought was odd. I met a young man who said he recognized me from 

working on sets.  He was a musician.  I spent about three days there.  They had taken my phone but I 

eventually managed to get some numbers off of it, including Barry Caldwell who I was able to call to get 

me to give me a ride home when they finally release me.  Actually until I called him I was not sure they 

were ever going to let me out.  One guy walked up to me in the hall way from group therapy and said 

"you do not belong in here."  I was not given any medicine at all.  Just meeting with groups and 

individual group sessions.  I checked my messages on my cell phone and Katy Kurtzman had called  me 

to check up on me. I did not call her back.  Instead when I got out I emailed her angry.  She responded 

and said she never said I was going to get a gun but she did what she had to? According to the police 

report, I had told someone on the phone I was going to get a gun.  I do not make phone calls.  The only 

person I had talked to on the phone was Katy and she was calling me to check on me.  She had been at 

the front of the room when I was leaving.  So I do not know if she knew the police had stopped me when 
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I was leaving and took me away.  She also heard me shout AFTRA was killing me but thought I had 

walked in shouting that, not that I had waited in line.  It was a very large room with over a hundred 

union members in attendance. 

My three day hold started on March 7, 2012, however I was not released until March 11, 2012.  I was 

supposed to help with a fund raiser for the tree people that Saturday. I had told Kurtzman that.  I told 

her I was going to get a ticket to see Steve Martin perform for helping, though I would have helped 

anyways.  I enjoy volunteering for organizations I care about.  The event was on March 10.  This event 

traumatized me.  I lost trust in the police.  I did not know why they did what they did. I did not break any 

laws.  I had not practiced law or worked in law since 2002.  In a SAG  AFTRA Chat group on face book 

two guys, Tom Townsend and Craig Fones said I should be 50150ed. I screen shot this conversation.  I 

am not sure of the date, but it was after I was put in the hold in March and in the year 2012.  Someone 

else in the group said they wanted to pay me for my life story but then I was kicked out of the group 

before I could copy those comments.   

I was still in school and taking classes.  I had gotten permission to retake the editing classes as the 

industry had dropped final cut and the school now had Premiere Pro and was getting AVID.  I also had a 

short in festivals and was working to get the word out.  I had gotten my first SAG audition and my third.  

Both went into festivals. One ended up on ITunes.  I went to festivals and was at Shriekfest in October of 

2012.  Shriekfest was on a studio lot. I was also being invited to showings of films. I had been selected to 

be a part of the SAG Awards committee and was still going to their events. Until I cancelled an event 

with Disney, though I cancelled ahead of time.  Then I was told because of my behavior I was removed 

from the committee. But I did not do anything at those events.  I had also gotten into SAG Foundation 

and had been doing casting workshops and doing the SAG Foundation events.  Sag Foundation is in the 

SAG building. So I was peacefully going to the SAG Foundation events until 2013.  I met various actors 

and casting agents.  Then I went to an event with KATE Walsh on September 2013.  Walsh is an actress I 

had worked on the set of Grey's Anatomy and I worked once with her on Private Practice before I was 

told I was on a list.  I asked Walsh in the Q&A why I was blacklisted by Shondraland and Grey's.  She puts 

her finger up to her mouth like I should be silent.  Next day I discover I am no longer in the SAG 

Foundation system.  I cannot log in.  They sent me a letter telling me not to embarrass myself again by 

coming to their events. I was recently sent a letter telling me  

On September 24, 2015 I attended a film I was invited to see by a company called Buffalo 8.  I believe 

they invited me as a member of Stage 32, though I had been involved with multiple entertainment 

organizations.  I have the emails still.  It was a film called "Land Of Leopold." When I arrived I was on the 

list but not as a Union member.  That had been the only time I have been in the building since.  Buffalo 8 

this year cosponsored an event with Stage 32 which is an online entertainment network site. At that 

event in March the creator of the Site RB Botto, in front of a crowd of about 200 people, maybe more, 

RB tells the room he would not want someone who bad mouthed our current president on his sets on 

social media and he would consider them a "problem."  Nicole West called me a problem and thanks to 

the Women's March this year I have discovered that is a word used for women who complain about 

sexual harassment.  I had experienced some issues with the site.  Someone took my image from face 

book of me body painted and put it is as my head shot on Stage 32. I started getting messages telling me 
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I was hot.  I was also hit on by a young man from Texas.  I told a producer I knew from Texas and asked 

him to talk to him.  I have those emails. I also had a young man from Idaho the home state of Blake 

Shields also connect up with me.  I emailed him and told him to talk to Blake Shields.  I found out he did 

a film with one of the Baldwin brothers, the one who is Pro Trump.  I ended up removing him.  I 

cancelled my stage 32 but copied all the information on the site.  As I copied my network I discovered 

that the men I had removed were still in my network. I also discovered that Stage 32 is based in Arizona 

where my parents now live.  I also found that I could not email people who were established in Los 

Angeles I knew, but could people from other states and places.   That was all this past month. 

 RB had asked me to write a blog for Stage 32.  The blog was written in May of 2013.  I went to an event 

with RB after I wrote the article and I heard him say to a woman who was a writer who was in my 

network that "she would not make it now."  I did not know who he was talking about.  I emailed that 

woman a few times about it but no clear cut answer.  I believe I have copies of those emails.  The 

comment however left a bad feeling and made me start to distrust RB.  He was on my linked in until 

after the event this March. I emailed him before about what was going on at STAGE 32 with my 

headshot and he never responded. I also could not block people completely anymore on the site.  I 

actually joined Stage 32 in January of 2012 before it officially launched.  However I never got a job from 

the site.  IN fact I found the only job offers listed I could see were for faith based projects which actually 

started me getting suspicious.  

I have studied with David Rountree.  During a workshop one of his coworkers during a rehearsal moved 

my hand close to his crotch.  It made me uncomfortable. After that he told me that he was pro Trump.  I 

do not have an issue with David but I stopped studying at his studio. He told me at the event with RB 

that I have talent.  He indicated in front of other people he would hire me to act.  He does not think that 

every role should be for beautiful people.  I would go back to be at David's studio as long as I do not 

have to work with the man who made me uncomfortable.  David was at the event as he is friends with 

RB and was a co sponsor.  David had been following me on Instagram and I have met his wife who is a 

professional working actress. 

  All of this time I was taking classes at Santa Monica first in web but then I almost failed a programming 

class in 2006  and discovered entertainment technology.  So I was in class with the goal of getting a 

digital media certificate and learn  how to make film but in digital as of 2007 or to find out what 

entertainment technology had to offer.  I started studying on line at first trying to figure out what 

talents I had I could convert to work around the industry.  I have been shooting photography since high 

school, however I stopped when I moved to California because of lack of equipment and expense.  Since 

I had cancer I did not want to go back to shooting film.  IN 2005 however Santa Monica College did not 

have digital photography.  They eventually did but by then I had invested first in Web Computer Design, 

which led me to realize I had talent with Photo Shop and digital art by 2007, which led me to start the 

Digital Media certificate.  But then as I said earlier Final cut was dropped by the industry in 2011 and I 

had to start over.  I also tried Houdini an advanced special effects class, but almost failed and a teacher I 

had for Photoshop let me retake his class on the argument that the new Photoshop in the cloud I 

needed to learn. I had student loans and I was honest about it with some teachers I trusted.  I wanted to 

find a stress free high paid job that really used my skill set and allowed me also to continue to find 
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avenues to be on sets and act. However I found that Santa Monica college started acting negative 

toward me having a future on sets after 2014 when I filed an action with the NLRB against Shonda 

Rhimes and ABC DISNEY and SAG AFTRA.  One editing teacher Walt Louie, who I like, and even told me I 

was a talented editor, had a discussion about being married and how most people eventually do that.  

Another Teacher Warren Heaton asked me if My father was paying for my acting career.  He told us his 

father was former FBI.  I complained to Clifton Dobbs the Counselor for the Entertainment Technology 

program about Heaton, and I also met him about retaking the editing classes due to the change in 

programs.  I think he checked my records. I had a GPA of 3.6.  He seemed Ok with me, and even said 

offhand that I could take whatever classes I wanted. However he refuses to give me permission to take 

the classes I want when I ask him directly to get his approval later. I have to go to the main campus and 

coincidentally, though not be choice, I meet with a white counselor and explain and he gives me 

permission.  Needless to say from that point on Dobbs acted hostile to me, despite saying I could do 

what I wanted with my classes.   Next time I see Mr. Dobbs he is handing out sheets asking people when 

they expect to graduate.  He had never done that before. When he handed mine I write on it, you are 

not my counselor, which I had expressed to him before.  This was Fall of 2014.  I stress again I filed an 

action with the NLRB in early 2014.  I walk up to him and give him the paper and I am angry but I do not 

hit him or touch him.  But I do tell him he is not my counselor. Another girl in the class later tells me that 

she did not like the way Dobbs had treated me in the class.  The teacher was neutral on the issue and I 

got an A in the class.  I have emails. However next thing I know I am being brought up on discipline 

charges by Dean Hearn.  We meet and talk. She tells me that being rude is not breaking the honor code.  

Dean Hearn is Black. I say that only because it is relevant if this has to do with my twitter troll online 

who also said I had white privilege, which to me means a white guy can molest me and get away with it. 

Please note I had taken my first film class in 2011 and had taken Intro to Digital Film making in 2010.  

That class was with a Teacher named Flood.  However Carrasco who was I believe the new head of the 

growing film Program came to class and observed my final.  I was the only girl in my group and the only 

one who finished my project including editing by the final deadline. I got an A.   

I discovered that several of the teachers with the School had worked for ABC Disney or were still 

working for them.  My twitter stalking on line started in 2014, though I had some weird stalkers, this one 

would create an account, send me 10 to 20 nasty tweets, then within a few days or a week would create 

another account and attack me again.  Then they might take a few weeks off, but then start again.  

Always a pattern of no avatar, except the first account that used a soccer ball, and with odd names but 

that often contained actress, or gig or many accounts were also created with my name.  I found out this 

year that a woman in Canada thought I had created multiple accounts to attack people.  My twitter troll 

created over 100 accounts between 2014 and this year.  But why create an account with my name and 

then refer also to my actual account.  The twitter attacks referenced my school work saying that my 

work was all just school work and that it all sucked.  They said that my teacher gave me an A in script 

writing just to get rid of me.  IN 2016 they also said that the police would be used to get rid of me from 

school, and that happened in 2017. 

In 2015 I finally got into the second level of the film production class at Santa Monica. There were three 

required for a certificate in film production.  Though the production certificate was just starting.  I just 
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wanted to finish the classes even if I could not get the certificate.  In my first film class with Carrasco the 

head of the Film Program at Santa Monica college there was a student named Carrie Finklea. I had never 

seen her before.  But when she saw me she walked up to Carrasco and had a conversation while looking 

back at me.  The very first project was directed by Finklea.  She asked me to do a little simple editing 

work for her and also asked me to be an extra.  I called SAG AFTRA and asked if this was OK and they 

said yes since I was a student it would be OK.  Later on another project Carrie snapped at me.  She was 

weird around me. I felt like she knew who I was and I knew nothing about her.  I was still being attacked 

online and a pattern started developing around my film class.  The last class for the final Carrie is 

selected to direct.  However her antagonism toward me and the twitter attacks were getting to me. I 

email Carraco and tell him I will not be there for the final. I had a perfect attendance I believe until that 

day.  He gave me an A for the class and a B for the lab.  I say in the email in 2016 I will not be there for 

the final project because I cannot work with Carrie. 

I get through Film 32 and in 2016 I try to get into Film 33.  Every time I try, Carrie is there. The twitter 

stalker would attack me and then stop if I dropped Film 33.  In 2016 I get into film 33 and I am in the 

class for a few weeks, but Carrie Finklea is made the Producer. I did not know she worked for the school 

raising funds. I had two other classes I was doing and decided to drop the class. However I tell Carrasco 

in an email that I cannot work with Carrie. I assumed since she was producing that if I waited until the 

Spring she would have done Film 33 and I could take the class in the Spring and be OK.  Keep in mind in 

2016 my twitter troll said they would use the police to have me removed from school. 

In 2017 in the spring I get into Film 33.  However I was concerned about Carrie and Carrasco's attitude 

toward me.  At one point Carrasco and a black student have a conversation about a guy Carrasco knew 

who had an accident on a set to sue and said he would do that.  The guy ended up winning despite 

saying he was planning on causing the accident. The black student kept looking back at me. I am not 

confrontational but now I think that people were being told I caused the accident in 2008.  But it was 

bad and I had bad knees and the last think I would want would be to spend my life in wheel chair.  In 

January of 2017 I file charges with the Community College against Carrasco and the film department, 

including Carrie Finklea.  

I get a call from Gloria Chavez and we set up an appointment for February 1, 2017 to discuss my twitter 

attacks and Finklea.   I have emails proving I registered a compliant with the school against Carrie and I 

did not want to work with her directly but wanted to find a way to get experience that could lead to 

work and finish the last class required for a film certificate while maintaining my good grades.  I told 

Chavez that I wanted to graduate in the Spring of 2017 and be done with Santa Monica College. Instead I 

take the class, and I get attacked on twitter on the first day.  Carrie Finklea is not there.  I come to the 

second class and I could tell my Finklea's body language she was either surprised to see me or 

disappointed I was there.  In another class we talk about white privilege.  That night my twitter troll says 

I have white privilege.  I should add that I discovered in 2016 that Carrie Finklea was with a talent agency 

that also represents John Carol Lynch who worked with me on Carnivale. I sent her an email asking her if 

she knew my twitter troll. I told her I was sick and scared.  I also had told the teacher publicly that I was 

blacklisted for complaining about being sexually assaulted. John Carol Lynch would know Jeremy 

GIlbreathe who assaulted me.  Carrie never responded to me. She never alleviated my fear.  She never 
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responded. However in 2017 she apparently told the School security that she did not know me and that 

she got my emails but never responded. 

In film 33 we have to make presentations for shorts we have written. The teacher chooses one to shoot 

for the semester.  Carrasco told the class that he would be ok with some people being editors.  With my 

GPA for editing I would have been happy spending the semester editing.    But I felt that he was not 

going to let me do that. The day of presentations arrive. I actually wrote a new short. I had presented 

before in 2016 but was not selected. But Carrasco emailed me for a copy of my script.  I never got to 

present. Instead I show up to class and Carrasco's assistant Professor Drew meets me outside and hands 

me a letter. In the letter is a very faded document telling me that I was to stay away from Carrie Finklea.  

But I had already told Carrasco repeatedly I wanted nothing to do with Carrie.  I had filed a complaint 

against Carrie, but I am not sure if Carrasco knew that.  I did tell Carrie the week before that I did not 

want to work with her to her face. I immediately take a picture of the letter and send it to Chavez.  One 

student finishes their presentation and I stand up to protest. I was going to say this is a lie and I am 

leaving.  As soon as I stand up, Carrasco turns to one of his fellow assistant professors and says should 

we call security.  My phone was charging by the wall and I went to it and started recording.  Carrasco left 

the room but the rest of the class stayed until the first security guard arrived a woman.  I recorded most 

of what happened. I did not fight with security. A police officer shows up and he did not touch me.  The 

campus security coerced me to sign an agreement to leave campus until I met with Dean Hearns. They 

apparently made an  appointment for me.  But when I tried to access the paper work about it I could not 

access it.  Next week I had another class in a different department. Santa Monica College has a rule if 

you miss more than two classes, they lower your grade regardless of how well you are doing.  Carrie 

knew I said I was asked to join an honor society on campus but I chose not to, but I have letters. She was 

not happy about that.  Back east I decided what I wanted to study and do with my life after I moved out 

of my house at 18.  My parents since I moved to California have been trying to make me do what they 

want, and I felt in part Santa Monica college was telling me what to do because I was a white older 

woman.  Several teachers and students told me women were doing animation in the entertainment 

industry. I do not enjoy cartoons.  I was trained to work with actors and even took acting classes at 

Santa Monica College and got As.  The school security also got my actual address, something I had never 

given the school before.  That night I go home and I find the police had been in my apartment with a 

note saying that they were checking on me.  This was not the first time.  They came to my apartment in 

2012. They got into my face and told me that I was not a lawyer just a few months after SAG AFTRA 

institutionalized me.  I tell one of the uniformed cops my bar number as a lawyer and that my insurance 

would not cover a hospital stay I did not want.  So they let me go. This second instance was the week of 

a  SAG AFTRA meeting and I think it was this that caused them to do that in 2012. The exact date of that 

visit was 08/30/12 They gave me a card.  Ironically there was a SAG AFTRA meeting also the week Santa 

Monica College had security escort me off.  Please note I told the school, my teachers and Carrie Finklea 

I had Hashimotis and a yeast allergy.  I told the police this same information.  Putting me in a hospital 

would be hazardous to my health.  The next week when I went to my photo shop class I was warned that 

security would escort me off. Two officers were waiting outside the class. Johnnie Adams and Mark D 

Kessler.  I had called a lawyer I knew from law school Tom Campen, however he told me that what did I 

need to finish at Santa Monica College and what did it matter if I was SAG AFTRA.  The Entertainment 
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industry is a billion dollar industry and I earned SAG AFTRA. I am also Actors Equity eligible.  I found this 

suspicious. He also told me I might have to leave Los Angeles to be an actor.  that is wrong to me.  I was 

the ABA representative for CATHOLIC LAW SCHOOL.   

I found out after all of this that CARRIE FINKLEA was friends with LILI BORDAN who knew Blake Shields 

Abramovitz.  So not only was she with an agency that signed John Carol Lynch, but she knew the star of 

Blake Shield's next movie?  Lili Bordan also is friends with a woman named Maria Tvardy also known as 

MIA EDEN.  Maria let me crash on her floor when I needed a room to stay for a night in between 

apartments.  But all of a sudden she is trying to say that I was always crazy on sets.  Maria dated Adrian 

Grenier.  I did not date any actors of known stature.  But my troll says they are a working actor and 

attacked me if I went to Venice. I found that Maria, Blake and Carrie all either live in Venice or are 

involved with the Full Circle Church in Venice. I at one point was invited to an art show there but then 

the person found out I was Buddhist and blew me off.  The man who runs Full Circle Church also did a 

film with one Julia Stiles.  Julia Stiles also starred in a film produced by Jordan Marks.  She lied about 

knowing who I am and Blake and the rest.   

Until I was taking the classes with Carrasco my twitter stalker attacked me if I went to the west side.  

then when I went to Burbank and had my hair done there.  I live in the neighborhood where ABC and 

Disney have Prospect Studios.  That is where Grey's Anatomy shoots.  And I would get attacked on 

twitter if I left and went out, especially when I went to  Against the Stream on Melrose. I went to Against 

the Stream in Santa Monica too, but then I was never attacked if I went to that facility.  They attacked 

me for going to Against the stream saying I would not find the divine in Buddhism.  They said the union 

could blacklist me for being Buddhist.  They also said My chakras were messed up and that it was an 

Indian term.  More specific it is HINDU which gets me to the religious part of my discrimination.  

Ironically I have emails from October of 2017 from Arne calling me insane. First he tells me that I am 

schizophrenic when I worked on sets with him in 2007 2008 in emails I posted on line. I tell him back 

that I think I am sick but not mentally ill. It turns out I have an incurable auto immune disease.  Then he 

tries to say more recently I need to go get medical care.  But I need to work and I have been cut off from 

all avenues I had of friendship and trust by my UNION and ABC DISNEY.  Arne also wrote to me that Eric 

Dane thought I was weird.    Someone this week sent me an email from a gay dating sight that they want 

to set me up with a girl based on my profile. First, I am not gay.  Second I did not create a profile on the 

site. 

Arne Star was just elected to be on the board of SAG AFTRA as a rep.  I email about it and he sends me 

an email accusing me of having a history of stalking and that I was stalking him.  No. I got a ballot in the 

mail to vote and I do due diligence and look at who is running.  Arne Star is a short older man who could 

be my father or grandfather.  Not someone I would date.  I have emails with Arne Star and a man named 

Michael Green who is Union and a retired homeland customs agent like my father, or he claims to be.  

My father does not know Mr. Green, or says he does not.  Mr. Green is a Republican.  He also worked 

with me on sets and was a bit too friendly with me.  I found out he was married and told him his 

behavior was inappropriate but he denied his actions were that.  However Mr. Green in these emails 

and Arne Starr effectively gang up on me claiming that Mr. Green does not know Star but that he thinks 

he is a good guy. 
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After the police visit me the night  of March 9, 2017.  They left me with a card.  They had been in my 

apartment when I was at the store at 20:00. The lawyer for Santa Monica College met with me when the 

cops Kessler and Adams escorted me from my photo shop class.  They took me to the Santa Monica 

Police station and I had a nice conversation with Johnnie Adams.  The lawyer Robert Meyers shows up.  

he had refused to give me his bar number via Email.  He tells me it was because I demanded it.  He also 

tells me that students on campus are scared of me. This was the first I had heard of this.  I have been in 

touch with several students from my classes and still have teachers and students on my LinkedIn.  I was 

also being asked to be an honor student.  A year to the day of March 9, on March 9 2018 someone 

called my father's cell phone and told him I was kidnapped and they wanted $300 dollars or I would be 

taken to Mexico.  Carrasco is Mexican.  My father I had told Carrasco was a retired Customs agent. One 

of Carrasco film maker students I met was a former Homeland employee.  I found out from my father 

that his cell phone was available to Homeland agents and alumni Special agents in their directory.  I was 

going out to shoot pictures with  a group or people through a Meet Up in Los Feliz and was in the 

process of getting ready to get in the shower. My mother calls me before the police knock on my door 

and tell me I was kidnapped.  News to me. I get on the phone and call the police in Arizona and tell them 

I am fine but tell them what is going on.  Meanwhile the cops knock on my door.  I answer while on the 

phone with my parents.  They find out I am find and give me a card and leave.   

I go to the photo shoot and one of the women in the group who gives me her card, is black, an editor 

and plays in a band with cast members of Grays Anatomy. So the night I am supposed  to do an activity 

in my neighborhood for the first time in months and on the day a year from the last time the cops check 

on me, I am supposedly kidnapped.  

I had demanded that SMC give me my certificate in Digital Media at least which I had completed.  I get it 

in the mail post marked 03/20/2018.  They send it two weeks after the year statute of limitation.  I have 

already sent SAG AFTRA and others proof of this. Plus as soon as I received it I shared it on social media.  

It was dated December 19, 2017.   

There is probably more.  I filed with the FBI in 2014 and three times this year and will probably file again 

about some odd stuff, like being signed up for a gay dating sight when I am not gay.  Twitter keeps doing 

weird things. I get notifications from people in the industry who I follow and who follow me but I do not 

see them. I did  a work shop last year with TAG studios in Burbank. I had auditioned and gotten in.  I did  

a work shop with a casting agent I did not know was at Disney studios.  He gave me a scene playing a 

prostitute. Though it was not obvious. I quickly figured it out and asked.  So I did the scene and then he 

right after I did once, had me re do it but for me to play the nice girl part.  A black actor at the back of 

the room laughed when he did this. My attitude was bring it.  I love cold reading.  I find it fun.  I am not 

terrified in cold readings. I freeze up more when I have to be on a stage doing a monologue.  He said 

both were good but the later play was better.  Then he proceeded in the Q&A to make comments after I 

asked a question about bringing in Non union people and that he felt people should do Comedy if 

possible and try going to New York. He practically quoted my Twitter troll.  I email the workshop director 

after and she emails me back that sometimes corporations do not obey the law.  Her exact words in the 

email.  Arne Star had been an illustrator with Disney.  Julia Stiles did Disney films. So did several 

members of the Full Circle Church in Venice including the guy that runs it. 
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I keep thinking there is more. I have emails.  Screen shots.  Proof of all of this.  this is has been wrong. I 

did not need to be in that hospital in 2012.  I did not need to be blacklisted from events.  Deadline has 

been restricting me. I am getting invited only to events where you do not get to talk to the guests or are 

for foreign films. My troll acts like I am a white privileged person who never worked for anything but the 

only thing I had was my car and I had to sell it in 2009.  I had been writing reviews for various 

publications on line and in local papers but it does not pay much and was not getting me where I needed 

to be. I have three degrees and can do nothing I am driven to do or love to do because of what Sag 

AFTRA has done and I feel like the Hollywood elite are pushing me out of town because I do not have 

the right breeding or status.  Meanwhile I earned three degrees and I am being treated like I was born in 

a  street gang and do drugs.  I barely leave my apartment.   

 

SANTA MONICA COLLEGE 

See Attached Statement Entitled "Laura Ann Tull Main Facts of Employment Discrimination and Hate" 

 

In 2014 I was a student at Santa Monica College.  I was taking a comedy class.  I was in the process of 

filing charges with Shonda Rhimes.  My comedy teacher knew I was an actor and not a comedian.  

During the class the only person who worked with me with no issues was a woman who happens to be 

gay.  I witnessed the students bully another older woman and one woman even made fun of her during 

her final.  There was a black actress named Hart Devine who developed an attitude toward me and I was 

never sure why.  I have since discovered she is from Texas or spent time there and she has sent me 

emails telling me that "God is watching me."  She later was incredibly mean to me on Twitter when I just 

sent her a greeting. 

 

I had filed the charges but they were dropped for Statute of Limitations.  At the same time I started 

being attacked on line over and over.  I would block an account.  They would create a new one. I could 

tell it was the same person or persons because they would use the same language and by the same 

method. I would only get though one or two notifications as if the accounts had a work around the 

system.  I think I now know how.  See the Annapurna Complaint. 

 

I now wonder if Jordan Marks ever took classes at SMC.  Starting in the fall of 2014 the school's 

counselor for my department started accusing me of being dishonorable.  However I got a great grade in 

the class he accused me of doing something wrong in.  Another student thought the counselor who 

happened to be black treated me poorly.  There is more to this, please see the statement I have 

included.   
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I was removed from class in 2017 by security on a lie.  Told by the lawyer for the school that students 

were scared of me.  I was being invited to be an honor student. I had a troll in 2016 tell me that they 

were going to do this. 

 

SMC has a vested interest in getting its students transferred to USC and my troll specifically commented 

about how I did not get a scholarship to USC.  Carrasco in the film department is  connected to USC and 

Blake Shields who wrote a play defaming me did a movie with a Director who taught at USC. 

This year on the anniversary of the day that I was escorted off of SMC on a lie, I get told I have been 

kidnapped by someone to be taken to MEXICO. But I was not.  this person wanted $300.  Few weeks 

later I get a certificate from Santa Monica after the statute of limitations they mail me a certificate dated 

in Dec of 2017.  the post mark was 03/20/2018.  I still say they owe me a film certificate.  I just wanted 

to edit and not deal with FInklea. I had complained about her and they twisted the truth.  I have proof.   

I had a GPA of 3.6 and my father wanted me out of school because he is GOP and did not get I was not 

going to be a secretary or teacher or what he expects women to do for work. 

I wanted to add that at Santa Monica college I experienced disrespect. I thought because I was a 

practicing Buddhist. I think now that it might have been the students thought I was a Scientologist.  One 

student in particular in my first film 32 class had made comments about Scientology in the Computer 

lab. I had asked him to please not have the conversation there.  I thought he might be a Scientologist 

recruiting.  However I discovered his mother was Indian, as in Hindu.  In the film class I believe he 

suggested a film with a biblical theme. Several of the class members turned to me when he brought that 

up.  Later one of those students acting surprised when I told her I had attended Santa Monica Church 

from 2003 to 2008.  I actually stopped going because a priest indicated that because I refused to be a 

Scientologist I might not make it in Hollywood.  Well he told me many people in the church are trying to 

be in the industry and will not make it. I felt that was rather negative so I stopped going. 

I ended up moving to secular Buddhism.  I was attacked over and over on line for my beliefs and this 

person actually quoted things said in my Film 33 class.  I have a GPA of 3.6.  I created artistichope.com 

and womenlovepeace.com with skills I learned from SMC.   

Annapurna Pictures is again HINDU.  HINDUISM and Buddhism are not the same and they are not on the 

same page about very important factors.  Buddhism does not believe in a chaste system. 

Carrasco kept talking about how they were building a 50/50 student body.  But that does not mean they 

are giving women the power to be in the work force.  It felt like Carrasco was there to make award 

winning films and not to teach. I directed a film but that was not the issue.  My issues was that I felt like I 

was being belittled for being an older woman with a law degree.  I felt like they did not believe I had the 

degree, yet my grades reflect the truth.   
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At one point one student indicated she wanted to use SAG AFTRA actors and I felt as if that is why they 

wanted me gone.  I suspect that SAG AFTRA or someone in the industry was telling the Film Department 

to get rid of me and they would get something in return.   

Jordan Marks works for the ORACLE HEIRESS.  Several students who were on my face book page were 

invited to a Malick screening.  Will Wallace his Step son.  Why?  Small world?  Carrasco is a Mexican film 

maker and Will Wallace had worked in Spain as a lawyer.    Carrasco mentioned he was friends with the 

head of AFI and Will Wallace works for AFI. I have repeatedly had young men connected, living, or from 

SPAIN follow me on social media.  Wallace is a narcissistic person and I have actually been told I should 

be gratefully to him.  But I have been repeatedly stalked and a film maker from Texas lied to be and tried 

to get me to work Nonunion.  Wallace is a Texas Lawyer film maker.   

Blake Shields made a movie with a Director who taught at USC and Carrasco taught at USC.  His costar 

has the last name of Malick.  Carrie Finklea is friends with the lead of his film Lili Bordan.  Carrie is also 

signed with an agency that Represents John Carroll Lynch who knows Jeremy GIlbreathe who molested 

me.  John Carol Lynch went to Catholic Law School.  Carrie is Italian or had family there.  Santa Monica 

College is a public college, not an arm of Catholicism.  

Jordan Marks works for the ORACLE HIERESS.  Someone  with allot of computer skills created 105 twitter 

accounts and some people think I was the one attacking other people with them.  But from my 

perspective they were attacking me.  Oracle is also based in REDWOOD California near where Jordan 

went to high school and also where Eric Dane grew up.  Again Annapurna where he works is the name of 

a Hindu GOD.  Jason George is also Hindu. 

I never attacked anyone. I never on a set was hateful of anything. I may have said I did not like the Hindu 

Chaste system.  I never hurt anyone, stole anything.  I never had "bad behavior." I am now though full of 

anxiety and rage because all of this is NOT RIGHT.  

SAG AFTRA & Cocaine  

When the UNION  had me institutionalized in 2012 the doctors did blood tests. The only drug in my 

system was the one they gave me to calm me down.  Jeremy Gilbreathe who molested me was a cocaine 

addict.  He was known in the industry and tolerated for his problem.   

I want to reveal the fact that in 2003 I went to a party in downtown los Angeles.  It was under a bridge in 

an apartment loft building.  The person who invited me was an extra named Keith on the set of the HBO 

show called Deadwood. I just got an email from someone who worked with me on Deadwood who 

remembers that Keith played the Cello and was a scuba diver.  There are people who can attest to when 

I was on the set of Deadwood and at the time Jordan was 18.  You cannot change the date someone was 

born.  Deadwood was the same show where Jordan Marks had worked with me at the time he asked me 

out.  This party host extra was also a violinist and surfer.  He played in local orchestras.  At that party I 

met two men.  One short and one a little taller than me. the taller one I think was wearing a blond curly 

wig that looked very fake.  The short one acted as a wing man for the tall one and was trying to get me 

interested in him.  The tall one he said could take me to Bali and he was nice.  We all sat down in a 
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corner to talk.  I was playing things nice but not too nice.  The tall one pulls out an envelope and a key 

and puts white powder on the key and snorts it.  I extract myself and go find the host.  Apparently by the 

time I found the host, my violinist surfer former friend, someone had told him what these two guys had 

done.  He apologized.  He told me if he knew they would have done that he would not have invited 

them.  I said it is Ok. I am just going to go home.   Well I knew them both from somewhere, especially 

the shorter one.  They said they were cousins.  Well I now know who they were.  Alan Rosenberg and his 

cousin Donald Fagen from the band Steely Dan.  They have both come out as cocaine users.  Rosenberg 

was President of SAG in 2008.  I did not realize at that point he was the guy.  I called SAG and demanded 

to talk to the President. I told him I was sexually assaulted and being harassed by a union  person.  He 

hung up on me.  Both of these gentleman are Jewish.  I am not against that, but there seems to be a 

pattern to my abusers.  Gloria Allred would not help me at all.  Jewish. though she only helps celebrities. 

JORDAN MARKS 

Jordan Marks I dated in 2003 is from northern California.   Eric Dane is from the same area and he is 

Jewish.  Jordan works for ANNAPURNA PICTURES. I have an image of him from 2005. He drove a black 

SUV and had an apartment in Burbank near the Media Center.  ANNAPURNA Pictures is run by Megan 

Ellison who is the heiress for ORACLE.  I found out this month that Oracle can be used to DM twitter 

messages with a database. I am not sure what that means but I can guess that this might be one way 

that my twitter troll has been able to send multiple rapid twitters to me.  

https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/cunningham-ora-tweet-099536.html 

I am not that tech savvy. So ask someone if I am right.   

The people doing this to me all seem to be either far right Jewish, or Trump Supporters.  Most recently 

someone was messing with me by actually changing the appearance of their account on twitter going 

from a pro God lover to an atheist.  However they neglected to change the entire feed.  Some of it 

showed the prior account.  Meanwhile they were trying to call me crazy by saying I was seeing things. I 

had screen shot all of it.  I keep getting harassed on line also by accounts that give celebrity information 

that turn out to be MAGA supporters.  Ned Vaughn who ran the meeting in 2012 wanted to run for the 

GOP and co-starred in a film with Jason Winston George.  George is Hindu and my attacker says I will not 

find the divine with Buddhism and my chakras are messed up.  I say that is Jewish and their response 

was that it was INDIAN and in Hindu.  Laura Tiu with GREY'S ANATOMY who lashed out at me on set but 

then later emails me to see if I am OK is Indian as is an extra named Mona Sedvik who for some reason 

kept questioning why I was going to the west side. 

And the past three months someone keeps creating LEONARDO DICAPRIO accounts and pretending to 

be him and trying to talk to me. I ended up posting the message on my Instagram @lauraanntull.  

Whoever this is they knew Dicaprio's schedule well enough to know when he was in New York and in Los 

Feliz where I live. I thought he was in New York.  I ended up calling his lawyers and leaving them 4 

messages to tell them to do something about the fake accounts over Thanksgiving this year 2018.    I am 

not sure the intent but I kind of feel they either want to test to see if I would hit on  him, or act like a 

stalker fan.  I also ended up showing them publicly to an artist I know who grew up in Los Feliz.  They 
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have since stopped but then DiCaprio apparently is now in Europe.  I have lived in Los Feliz since 2006.  I 

get attacked first for going to the west side to keep me away from Blake Shields and now I am having a 

DiCaprio account pick fights with me.  He also told me he was Christian which seems to be a pattern and 

my response was I am secular Buddhist.  That account then blocked me.  Shonda Rhimes shows tape in 

Los Feliz. 

Please see my website www.lauraanntull.com/acting I have posted numerous blogs about this. this  

month I have had several Dicaprio fake accounts try to talk to me and one Tom Hanks account do the 

same thing on Twitter.  I have emails. Screen shots.  This is insane and it is driving me insane.  It is not 

helping me to get a career or job when I was being attacked over and over. Yes I have a law degree. But I 

left the legal profession in 2002 and  I had every right to quit and find something more to my skill set. I 

have talent and there are no talent requirements for SAG AFTRA and SAG AFTRA should not be picking 

on me or falsifying my actions.  This month at a Variety Screening I got yelled at after the q&A for talking 

during the movie. I went after the man who did this to get him on tape.  I have him on tape calling me 

crazy and the two people who were sitting next to me saying they heard nothing from me.  If someone 

where talking during the movie you shh them not wait until after the Q&A.  I am being targeted and I 

want justice.   

Jordan Marks is the lawyer for Annapurna Pictures. I want to point out that ARNE STARR was featured in 

the film The Master produced by his company in addition to Shonda Rhimes getting a thank you  from 

the same company.  My troll said I did not get a scholarship to USC. I never went to USC.  I did  not know 

Jordan did until circa 2016.  Eric Dane, Morgan Ellis, Oracle, are all from or based in Redwood City 

California.  And Jordan went to a private school in the same area.  My troll says they went to the best 

schools and get to work with actors.   

Please note I was a member of the TABLE and I just realized that the man who started the table knows 

Guillermo Del Torro.  So does Carrasco.   

I need to know who my twitter stalker is. Every time I go out I am terrified someone will set me up to 

look like I have bad behavior or will hurt me.   

I am also SAG AFTRA. I am not allowed to do theater unless it is AFTRA.  So people being upset that I am 

not doing theater are violating my rights.  Also this is 2018 and people can make films with their phone. 

But again I am SAG AFTRA. If I produce it myself and it is just me, my understanding it is fine. However 

this year I sent Sag Aftra LEGAL a video I made.  All I got back was RULE ONE quoted to me with no direct 

answer.  And also told I am still not allowed at any SAG AFTRA events. Yet I am being invited by VARIETY 

to their events.  While Deadline is only inviting me to Documentaries since I ran into a Director from 

Deadwood where I was asked out by Jordan Marks.   

In 2013 Blake Shields Abramovitz wrote a play called "Double Bind" and named the characters Laura, 

Frank & Sam.  I contend that Laura is me.  However I find it offensive that he painted me as a woman 

desperate to hold on to her husband and I am going to events being asked why I am not married now. 

Blake named his leading lady after a white protestant and I am being attacked on twitter and told I am 

Diablo Blanco and I have White Privilege.  This Troll threatened me to stay away from Blake especially if I 
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went to the West side.  I was going to the west side for the arts and because I had created a blog about 

art giving back. I was asked to cover stories in Venice both for Examiner.com and for Yo Venice.  I do not 

want to be quarantined to one part of Los Angeles when I used to work on studio lots all over Los 

Angeles.  I have been invited to perform at the Electric Lodge in Venice Beach at their Max Ten 

productions.  The last time was this year.  I also just got a letter to rejoin Beyond Baroque because 

people there know I have some talent as a poet.   

I have including a copy of an excel sheet listing all the twitter accounts that attacked me.   

The most recent attack was this past August.  Then in September I got into a fight with over 100 sex 

worker accounts and one interesting person in Canada who swears she is friends with the crew of the 

show Hand Maid's tale.  She defended the sex workers.  She also implied I should move onto comedy 

and that I was band.  All I said was that I thought sex work should be illegal and then I get attacked 

because one of the sex workers says I said I wanted her arrested. I did not say that.  This person in 

Canada tells me that I am banned.  Also she says I do not know anyone in the industry and that no one 

knows me.  But that is not true.   

The Hand Maid's Tale hired several actors who know my name.  Sam Jaeger from Eli Stone. And John 

Carol Lynch who knows Nick Stahls, Blake Shields, and I believe also Jeremy Gilbreathe.   

When I went to report the account @CarolineMG26 I noticed there were twitter comments about me 

that I could not see.  I also was trolled by an account that changed its name over night and went from 

being religious to atheist.  I scrolled through its feed and this person missed some of its feed and it could 

be seen that it had been a different account.  @CarolineMG26 accused me of creating accounts and 

attacking people. that was my twitter troll and I reported any accounts that were attacking other 

people.   
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